
Escape your Nightmare 
Components: player sheet, at least five D6, pencil &     
               eraser, optional: markers (e.g. cubes). 
Player: 1 
 
Time: 15-25min 

Story 
One night you find yourself trapped in a horrible nightmare. No matter how hard you 
struggle – you just cannot wake up! Creepy creatures are lurking in every shadow, ready to 
attack you! Luckily, you are not alone. Your best friend Teddy is only a few steps away… if 
only you could reach him. He would be able to comfort you and to strengthen your senses in 
this awful place. Your only chance is to snatch him, become stronger and fight your way out 
of your nightmare.  

Goal 
Traverse through a seemingly endless spiral of your nightmare. Only by building up your 
strength, fighting evil ghosts and acquiring three keys, you will be able to escape. The keys 
will open the doors to your awakening. Provided that you are able to face and overwhelm 
your biggest fear – the Dicemuncher! However, if you take too long or fall to the unrelenting 
swarm of ghosts, you will be lost in an endless limbo. 

Setup 
1. Roll 3 dice (one for each skill) and leave the 3 dice as „skill dice“ on the respective upper 
row fields (shield, life, attack). If you don’t have enough dice, write the skill values down. At 
the beginning you only have those 3 skill dice, but you can gain more later in the game.  

2. Use 3 dice (one for each stat) for the first ghost. Set the 3 „ghost dice“ on the respective 
fields (spooks, life, attack). 

3. Start with 5 spooks and mark them in the supply (either with a pencil or leave a 
marker on field #5).   
You can spend the spooks on various skills, at any time, as many as you like. 

4. For your actions you have 5 „action dice“. 

Round 
Each round you can decide if you want to fight a ghost or roll your 5 action dice.  



A: Fight a ghost:  
For now, a ghost won’t fight unless you approach it. If you approach it, the ghost will always 
attacks first (unless you spend spooks). Compare its attack value with your shield and life. 
Lower your shield value by the number of the ghost‘s attack value. If attack is greater than 
shield, shield becomes zero and life will be lowered by the remaining amount. 

Example: 
Attack ghost is 6; Shield is 4; Life is 3 Æ Shield turns into 0; Life turns into 1. 

If your shield breaks, you will now have both hands to swing your sword and therefore, your 
attack value will increase. Also, your will to live becomes stronger Æ at the end of your turn 
re-roll one attack die or one life die (if you don’t have any attack or life dice in play, you can 
also re-roll one that has been used and has a value of zero). 

Then it’s your turn to attack. Compare your attack value with ghost‘s life. If attack is equal to 
or greater than life, the ghost dies. Your attack value will be lowered by the amount of the 
ghost’s life destroyed. However, the ghost doesn’t lose its attack – it is a ghost after all ;) 
If the ghost still has life left, it lives on and must be fought again in another round. 

Once you defeat the ghost, you gain the amout of spooks shown in the respective field and 
also 1 bat (mark it under the respective key field). If you defeat the ghost, re-roll the 3 ghost-
dice in order to create a new opponent with different stats. 

There are 5 ghosts in total that you have to defeat. But be careful – at round 10, the ghosts 
will start attacking you, even if you don’t attack them! After a ghost attacks, you can attack 
back and afterwards,  also roll your five action dice. 
Round 10 Æ ghost #1 attacks 

Round 13 Æ ghost #2 attacks 

Round 16 Æ ghost #3 attacks 

Round 19 Æ ghost #4 attacks 

Round 22 Æ ghost #5 attacks 

If you cannot defeat a ghost before the next one is coming up, just roll the ghost dice for the 
next ghost. The one you couldn‘t defeat will attack you again once you defeated all its 
buddies (but it will have different stats due to re-roll). 

Example: Ghost #1 attacks round 10, but I cannot defeat it until round 13. So ghost #2 comes 
into play. You defeat ghost #2, ghost #3, and finally ghost #4 in round 23. Then in the next 
round 24, ghost #1 will reappear and keep attacking you until you die or overwhelm it. If you 
couldn’t defeat an additional ghost during the game, that one will reappear after you 
defeated ghost #1 and so on. 

If you already defeated some ghosts before round 10, they are already dead and cannot 
attack again. Just skip those and fight only those ghost you haven’t defeated in earlier 
rounds. 



If your life ever drops to zero, unfortunately you will die. 

B: Roll five action dice: 
Roll all your 5 dice once. You can manipulate them by spending spooks.  
You can find keys (roll 3x a 6 or sum of all 5 dice equals 15).  
You can also use the action dice to upgrade your skills, e.g. get an additional skill die for 
shield, life or attack. If your action dice meet the criteria, mark one circle below the skill. You 
can also gain 5 spooks or unlock Teddy. (e.g. you roll 3 of a kind Æ mark one circle below 
Teddy). 

Once all circles are marked, you can use the skill/spooks/Teddy. Erase the marks afterwards, 
skills can be unlocked several times. Roll newly gained skill dice to determine the values of 
the skills. 

Finding the three keys: 

x roll 3x a 6 in one roll with your action dice. 
x the sum of all your 5 action dice is 15 in one roll. 
x kill 5 ghosts and collect 5 bats over time. 

Teddy:  
If you get 3 of a kind in one roll, you can mark one circle below Teddy. For 3 marks in total, 
you unlock Teddy’s Level 1 (L1). Teddy helps you a lot, so it is recommended to unlock him 
as fast as possible. Once unlocked, Teddy reaches Level 1 and adds +1 additional skill die to 
all your skills (one extra die for shield + life + attack). You can also unlock Level 2 and 3 – 
higher levels are unlocked the same way that Teddy has been unlocked in the first place (3 of 
a kind in one roll to mark one of the 3 circles under Teddy). Each level adds again an 
additional skill die to each skill. You can sacrifice Teddy at any time (if at least Level 1 has 
been unlocked) to re-roll any 3 of your skill dice that have been used up and became zero 
(can also be 3x a life die, if you have 3 of those dice).  

Skills: 
Mark one skill circle for each successful action (e.g. 1,2,3 in one roll for the shield). For 3 
marks under shield/life/attack you can add one additional skill die to the respective skill. Roll 
the new die to determine the additional skill value.  If the additional die becomes zero 
during an attack, it can always be increased again by other actions (e.g. spending spooks or 
Teddy). It is possible to gain multiple additional dice by unlocking skills more than once. If 
you ever run out of space for placing the additional dice, you can keep them on top of each 
other or write the values next to the other dice. 

Spooks: 
Mark one circle if you roll 2x2 of a kind in one roll. For 3 marked circles below spooks, add 5 
spooks to your supply. 



Spending spooks: 
1 spook  Æ re-roll an action die 
2 spooks Æ increase value of one shield/life/attack die by 1  
3 spooks Æ manipulate an action die by increasing/deacreasing it by value of 1 
4 spooks Æ 1 action die becomes joker (can have any value now) 
5 spooks Æ you can attack a ghost first 
6 spooks Æ re-roll a ghost die or a skill die 

Escaping the spiral: 
All the rolled 1 that were not used for any other actions have to be used to move along the 
spiral. Move one step for each available 1 (12 steps in total). Start at the outer end of the 
spiral and move inside. Once you hit the first door (indicated by keyhole) that blocks your 
way, you must have at least one key to move further. At the second keyhole you need to 
have at least two keys, for the last keyhole you need to have all three keys. Once you unlock 
all three doors…. you immediately encounter the Dicemuncher! If you beat him before 
round 40 is over, you win. 

The Dicemuncher 

He will appear as soon as you unlock the third door. Roll 2 dice for his life and attack values. 
The Dicemuncher will start attacking the NEXT round after he appears. He will be fought the 
same way as the ghosts, but you have to successfully beat him 3 times before he finally 
succumbs to his injuries. Mark the circles above him for each successful hit (hit = his life 
becomes zero). You can hit him once per round. After a hit, re-roll his dice for new stats. But 
hurry to defeat the Dicemuncher quickly - he will start eating your action dice once he begins 
attacking you! For each of his turns, roll the 5 action dice. For each value of 6 the 
Dicemuncher will munch one action die  and you will have to make your turn with the 
amount of dice he didn’t eat. 

Example 1: you roll for the Dicemuncher 1, 3, 3, 4, 6 Æ he eats one die, you will roll with 
only four dice for your turn. 

Example 2: you roll for the Dicemuncher 2, 3, 5, 6, 6 Æ he eats two dice, you will roll with 
only three dice for your turn. 

 






